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Literary.critics confronted with the.problem of Christian 
symbolism in Faulkner's novels will assume a position only at the 
extremes of the difficulty. Either they enthusiastically delineate" 
and support the Christian symbols, or they vehemently reject or 
ignore such approaches to Faulkner's work. 
My thesis is that Faull{ner l1as used Christian symbolism as a 
chart against v1hich man could. measu1~e l1imself and as 0 a matchless 
example of suffering and sacrifice and the promise of hopeo n This 
symbolism works \tlthin the novels as an e1rpression of Faulkner's 
basic perception of the irreconcilable duality and ambiguity of the 
human situ~ation, which I1e sees as some17l1ere betr1een good and. evil, 
despair and hope, salvation and damr1ation, crucifi:Ki 011 and resurrec-
tiono ln developing my~ thesis I have 1nade an accounting of the 
parallels to and the digressions from the Christ~sto:ty in the three 
\ 
Faulkner novels -v1hicl1 ex.hibit the fullest development of Faulkner's 
use of Cl'1ristian symbolism, The Sound and the Fury, L.ight in August, 
and A Fableo 7 
6' 
FaulJ~ner 's time structure of The Sound and the Fury around the 
daye of tl1t3 culmination of Christ 1s passion serves as an innnediate 
indication that we are to read his story in terms of crucifixion and 
resurrection. Critics have found as many as four Christ-figures in 
the novel but only one character maintains a continuous identification 
.with Christ and that is Benjy. Benjy, in his role as victim, is 
crucified on tl1e Compson cross of utter selfishness. But he is not 
solel.y victim. He is also the potential source of redemption for 
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the Compsons. Compassion toward Benjy is a way to human salvation in 
Faulkner 1s eyes. Faulkner has made Benjy "one of the least of these" 
and in the end it is only Dilsey who recognizes Christ in the idiot. 
Mindful of the theme of religion in Light in August, it is per-
... fectly organic that Faulkner · should portray the Christ of that Christ-
iani ty he is condemning. Joe Christmas is that Christ, and he is a 
shattering indictment. But it is equally important to recognize 
lsna as a kind of Virgin Mary and her son as another hope~filled 
Christ. Faulkner affinns as well as denounc~s various aspects of 
Calvinistic belief and practice. Lena's son is the Christ of that 
affirmation. 
The Christ-parallels in A Fable seem obvious, but upon further 
examination prove to function o·n~v as a secondary tool wr1ich Faulkner 
has· used to structure his novel., Althougl1 Faulkner vs heaiJY Lmposi-
tion of a Christ-pattern becomes, at ti.mes, a tour de force, his use 
of Christian symbolism does have a posit,ive value ir1 helping to 
connnunicate l1is main theme of the du,.ali t)r and a.mbigui ty of existence. 
~aullcner • s use of Cl1ristian S;{Inbolisrn does 11ot make him a 
Christian writero D1deed, l1is use of Cln"'istian symbolism is an in-
dicatio11 of the limitations of his vie-r; of existence. \Vithin the 
limits of his v?ision, F1aulkner vs use of Christian symbolism. is 
totally o:r·r!anic 9 but only because he has reduced that symbolism 
.from the leyel of ·belief --t.o the level of myth. Such a reduction 
- ~ 
works because the heart and center of the story he tells'is not the 
coming of Christ, but the coming of man. 
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CHAP·rER 1 
. THE PttOBI.FJI OF CHtiISTIAN S!JIHOirISM iJf FAumDI 
. ~ 
It is curious to observe that literary ·critics confronted 
with the problem of Christian symbolism in Faulkner's novels will 
I_ 
. 
assume a position only at the ··extremes of the difficulty" Either 
· they enthusiastically delineate and support the Christian symbols, 
or they vehemently rej~ or remain disdainfully aloof frorn r1hat 
Cleanth Brooks terms "symbol-mongering. tt1 Though 1 t is true that 
, the analysis of these symbols has, in certain instances, wandered 
into the realm of the ridiculous (Brooks I citation of the Stevmrt 
and Backus "symbolically appr·opriate" discover:v that Benjy has 
conuni tted incest with Caddy is a good example 2) ., it is also true 
that a great many of ;:these symbolic findings have a firm basis in 
the text and also in the total context of the no,rel and cannot be 
ignored. When Beach Langston writes that Lena Grove~ s faded blue 
-
garment indicates that Lena is a symbol for the Virgin Mary, 3 
our first impulse is to shout "Sy1nbol--mongeringJ n Bl1~t when we 
consider the care with which Faullcner has endot7ed Lena u:tth so . 
many of the other characteristics of the Mother of Christ, we 
ahould, I think, ponde1:") tl1e problem more ~thoroughlyo 
Serious critical consideration of any symbolic levels in 
hulkner must trace its desce11t from G·eorge t1arion C 'Donnell 'a 
influential 1939 essay, '~Faulkner is r:;y-thology~ u4 Despite his 
overly categorical approach, he demonstrated that Faulkner can be. 
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·read symbolically. Since then, a small but steady stream of studies 
has been concerned with an anaiysis of the Christian symbolism in 
the various novels. Notable ambng these studies are those by Carvel 
Collins,S Sumner C. Powell, 6 and Iawrence E. Bowling7 on The Sound 
. 8 
and the Fury, the ·extensive work by C. Hugh Holman and Beekman 
Cottre119 on Light in August, and Malcolm Cowley's initial delin-
eation of the Christ=-storJr parallels in A Fableo lO Hyatt Vtaggoner, 
in his book Ylilliam Faullcne-r: From Jefferson To The World, is 
·i· 
also sympathetic to the prerence of Christian symbolism in Faulkner •s 
11 
works. 
SUch views, however, remain a minority opinion, partially 
because the case for Faulkner's Christian symbolism has been jeoP-
ardized by the occasional extremism of its advocateso Those who 
attack or ignore the Christian symbolist critics seize upon such 
items as an excuse for denying the existence of valid claL11s for 
a genuine and ordered symbolic design in Faulkner tl1at is based 
upon tl1e Christian my""tho For instance, F:rede1~ick Jo Hoffman and 
Olga \rickery reject a vier, of Gail Hightov1er as a Pontius Pilate-
figure because Cottrell makes the rnistalce of presenti11g obscure 
etymological data as proof for his premise, but they- ignore 
completely the other solid and readily discernible "te:'Ktual proof 
Cottrell advances to support his basic content·,ion. 12 It is a case 
of not seeing the for·est because of the trees. 
But this is only pa1~t of the reason Faulkner Is use of Christian 
a,mbolism. has been ignored. The real problem lies 1n an inherent 
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unwillingness to see the Christ-story as anything other than the 
basis of religious belief() But th~ Christ-story belongs not only 
to the churches and the fai tl1ft,l 9 but also to all of ,vestern 
culture. Once vre can accept Faullcner 0s use of the Christian myth 
as a legitimate literary device, we vrill be able to perceive a 
further 1·iichness in the design of FauJJ-mer 's novels, a symbolic 
richness uhich functions organically in communicating his vision 
of the human conditiono 
Faulkner l1imself has testified to this organic use of 
Christian symbolism in h.is novels. At the University of Virginia 
he said: 
••• that Christ story is one. of the best 
stories that man has invented, assuming that 
he did invent that story, and of course it 
will recuro Everyone that has had the story 
of Christ and the Passion as a part of his 
Clu'istian background vdll in time drav1 from 
thato There was no deliberate intent to repeat 
it. That the people to me come first. The 
symbolism comes second.13 
And in his interview w1 th Jean stein for the Paris Review be gave 
the following account of his aim and method: 
' I 
interviewer: Can an artist use Christianity 
simply as just another tool, as a carpenter 
would borrov1 a hammer? 
Faulkner: The carpent,er \Te are speaking of 
never lacks that harruner o Ito one is vrl thout 
Ghristianit~,r 9 if v1e agree on ivl1at v1e n1ean by 
the rrordo It is every indi~\fidual vs code of 
behavior by means of which he makes himself 
a better human being than his nature wants to 
~: 
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be, if he followed his nature only •. Whatever 
its symbol--cross or crescent or whatever--
that symbol is man's reminder of his duty 
inside the human raceo Its various allegories 
are the charts against rrhich he measures him-
self and learns to lcnov1 v1hat he ·is o O o It 
shows h.irn hov1 to di scove:r himself, evolve for 
himself a moral code and standard rri thin his 
capacities and asnirations, by giving him a 
matchless example of suff~ring and sacrifice 
and the promise of hope.14 
Vy thesis is that Faulkner has used Christian symbolism in 
i 
the manner he described, as a chart against v1hich man could measure 
himself and a.s 0 a matchless eJ{ample of suffering and sacrifice and 
the promise of hope" n This -symbol ism v1orks vrl thin the novels as 
an eJcpression of Faulkner's basic perception of the irreconcilable 
duality and ambiguity of the human situation, \Vhich he sees as 
somev1}1ere betv1ee11 good and evil, despair a.nd hope, salvation and 
damnation, c1""ucifi:Kion and resurrection. 
The jJnnlementar"'ion of this thesis involves certain limitations 
' 
and criteriao FirsL, this discussion of Christian symbolism is 
limited to parallels between Fa11lkner 's characters and the people 
in the Christ story and will not be concerned with the symbolic 
potential of water, fire, and the like. Secondly, the criteria 
which shall be used to determine acceptance or rejection of a Christ-
parallel will depend solely on an unmistakable identification such 
as name or age or circumstances of birth or manner of death which 
1~. 
passess an indisputable parallel to the same event in Christ Is life. 
<'Thus, D1lsey is certainly Christ-like, but it is to Benjy that 
·, 
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Paullmer bas given the age of thirty-three. According to this 
criteria, then, Benjy is a Christ-fiP,llre and Dilsey is not. It 
will then be necessary to distinguish the degree of parallel, 
that is 9 v1I1etl1er Faulkner Os use of Christian symbolism is only 
a suggestion or vrl1ether it is part of a consistent a.ttemot through-
out the novel to nroject meaningo If it is more than a temporary 
buttress, its function at its point of occurrence in the novel and 
its connection to the novel as a v1hole wlll then be examined. The 
fi·11al question v1ill be how the use of Christian symbolism satisfies ... a 
Faulkner 9s stcrited aim of na chart" and 0a matchless example." 
Altl1ough the matter of Christian symbolism can be fruitfully 
pursued throu~h a number of Faulknervs novels, I have limited my 
study to The Sound and the Fury, Light in August, and A Fable 
beca11se of all the novels these three demonstrate the fullest 
development of Faulkner •s use of Christian symbolism • 
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CHAPTER 2 
·· :··· - ·cHRISTIAN SlMBOLISM IN THE SOUND AND THE FURY 
It was not until twenty years }tte~
0
the publieation of The 
Sound and the Fury in 1929 that any critica.l attention vras paid 
1 to the Christian symbolism in the novelo Sumner Co Pot1ell in 
the 1949 volume of Perspective was the first to consider the 
problem seriously and draw thematic implications from his findings. 
But not until 1957 were the specific parallels traced with thorough-
2 
~i:: ness by Carvel Collinsj with enough th6roughness 9 in fact, to 
unearth not one Christ-figure, but threeo In 1958 Lawrence E. 
Bowling) drew further useful c<\nclusions from his tracing of the 
Christ-pattern, although a few of the parallels he perceives are 
open to questiono Vlilliam t1ueller 'sU chapter on The SoUlid and the 
Fury in his book The Prophetic Voice in 1todern Fiction adds yet 
another candidate to the growing list of Christ-figures in this 
novelo Finally9 in 1959, avatt Waggoner 1s5 book on Faulkner accepts 
Benjy 9s Christ-figure status as certain and essential to an under-
standing of the novelo Such an opinion is, hovvever, a great 
distance from universal acceptance. In 196o Walter S1atorr6 con-
sidered analysis of the Christian symbolism in the novel more 
confusing than illuminating. Cleanth Brooks'7 recent volume on 
> Faulkner does not even mention the existence of the problem. 
The obvious indications Faulkner gives us that we should look 
for some manner of Christ-pattern are the dates he assigns as 
headings for three of the·''novel •s four chapters. In 1928 those 
I.""'. 
....... 
l:, ' 
. .... 9. 
.. 
<lites, April 6, 7, and 8, fell ,on Good Friday, Holy Saturdq, and 
Easter Sunday. But precisely how this frame of time reference is 
to be aoplied is a matter of some disagreement among the critics. 
,.,.r 
An examination and evaluation of the claims made for the four 
Christ-figures in the novel will be useful before attempting to 
determine how that Christian symbolism functions in The Sound and 
the Fury. 
. Walter Mueller advances several solid reasons for considering 
Dilsey the true Christ-figure in the novel. The core of his argu-
ment centers upon the Suffering Servant passage in Issaiah. Because 
this passage has relevance. not only to this discussion of The Sound 
and the Fury but also to the following chapter on Light in August, 
extended quotation is in order • 
• • • he hath no form nor comliness; and 
when we shall see him, there is no beauty that we should desire h:imo 
He is des1=>ised and rejected of men; a 
man of sorrows and acquainted with grief; 
and we hid as it were our faces from him; 
he was despised, and we esteemed him not. 
Surely he hath borne our griefs, and 
carried our sorro,vs: yet, 11ve did esteem 
him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted. 
Hut l1e 17as i1ounded for ou1· transgressions, 
.__ he v1as bruised to our iniquities: the 
chastisement of our peace v1as uoon him; 
and ,tl.th his stripes we are healedo 
All v1e like sl1eep have gone astray; we have t11rned every one to his o,m ,1ay; and 
the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of 
us allc 
He r.,.as oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he opened not his mouth: he is brought 
as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep 
....... 0 
.,,..... .... '\ 
.. 
..... ~ ... 
( 
. . 
before ber·shearers dumb, so he openeth 
not his mouth. 
He was taken from prison and from judg-
. ment: and ivho shall declare his generation? for he r,as cut off out of the land of the 11vingg for the transgression of my people 
1186 he strickeno 
And he 1nade his grave tnth the m.cked, 
and with tl1e ricl1 in his deatl1; because he had done no violence, neither ~as any deceit in his moutho 
Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise l1im; he hath put l1im to grief: when thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the l.Drd shall prosper in his hand • 
\ Isaiah 5 3 : 2-10 J 
I 
:_, .. 
The parallels between Uilsey and the Suffering Servant {and, 
according to 11ueller, parrallels to Christ by inference, since the 
servant in Isaiah was one of His precursors)8 are extensive. Her 
appearance is less than comely: 
She had been a big woman once bUt now her 
skeleton rose, draped loosely in unpadded 
skin that tightened again upon a paunch al-
most dropsical 9 as tl1ough muscle and tissue bad been courage or fortitude which the days 
or the years h-ad consumed until only the in-domitable skeleton was left rising like a 
ruin or a landn1arl( above tl1e somnolent and impervious l1uts, and above: that, the collapsed face that gave the impression of the bones themselves being outside the flesh, lifted into the driving day vrith an e>..--pression at 
once fatalistic and of a child's astonished disappointment ••• (p. 282)9 
She bears the griefs and sorrows of all the Compsons, who have indeed 
"gone astray" and nhave turned every one to his .. own way. " As };1ueller 
•.•~ a 
t:· 
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bas phrased it, Dilsey •is -forenr picking ·up the responsibilities 
which others d~op. 1110 
But though Dilsey possesses many of the characteristics of the 
SUtfering Servant, it should be remembered that the Suffering Ser-
vant is not Christ but only a precursor of Christ. Dilsey is truly 
·,~, Christ-like in spirit through her undeviating devotion to the 
Compsons and especially' to Benjy, but nowhere does Faulkner endow 
.. 
her with any tangible similarity to Christ through age or name, birth 
or death. 
Carvel Collins expounds a rather convincing argument 1n favor 
of regarding Que~.tin, Jason, and Benjy all as Christ-figures, stating 
that they amalgamate at the symbolic level of Freudian interpreta-
tion into one son. He finds that such an interpretation proposes 
a helpful ordering of the chapters. Thus, Quentin's section is 
dated Thursday and parallels portions of Christ's actions on Holy 
Thursday. Jason 9s section is dated Good Friday, and he experiences 
... 
events similar to those of Christ on Good Friday. And in Benjy's 
section, which falls on Holy Saturday, Collins discovers some re-
markably illuminating parallels to liturgical symbols. Finally, 
Collins finds that the four'tr1 section of the novel, v;hich bears the 
date of Easter Sunday, has v1ithin it a parallel betvieen ,vhat happens 
to the Compsor1 famil.y that da)7 and the events t,l1at occurred on the 
first Eastero On both days there is the discovery of an empty room 
which contains discarded garments. 
\ 
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The parailels between Quentin's section and the New Testament 
story include both a ,[-.a.st Supper and a Gethsemaneo lls Collins :aotea, 
the picn{c, i7hich Quent,in goes on ~11~tlth Sl1reve and Spoade and the 
girls includes a hamper of v;ine {Po 166)0 Vl!1en he leaves the picnic, 
he shares his bread rrith a little Italia11 girl. Together these 
two events constitute a kind of Last Supoer for Quentin since it is 
on that evening that he commits suicideo Collins also observes that 
a large part of this section is devoted to Quentin's remembered 
conversation with his father., in which l1e asks him to recognize his 
incest v;ith Gaddy". On Ho~y Thursday 11ight, in the Garden of Geth-
semane, Christ also called u.pon His Father in .anguish. Moreover, 
Quentin is set upon by the mob of angry Italians much as Christ was 
arrested by a crov1d in Gethsemane. And both Christ and Quentin are 
arraigned before the law and subsequently die. 
The oarallels Collins draws between Jason's section and the .I. 
Friday of the Passion are also of great interest. On the first 
Good Friday Christ's mother follows all His suffering. It is in 
this Jason section that Mrs. Cornpson is most in evidence. Jason 
also has his Magdalen in the person of his Memnhis woman. Collins 
has also unearthed the fact that Jason •s name not on]y relates him 
to the seeker of the Golden Fleece, but also was used for "Jesus" 
by the Hellenized Jews. There is, above all, the fact that Jason 
begins his cotton speculation at noon on Friday and is financially 
annihilated.by his Jewish brokers at three that afternoon and the 
fact that Jason Compson bears the same initials as Jesus Christ. 
J·. 
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Although Collins acknowledges the variances between Quentin 
and Jason and Christ, he does not give these V?riances the signi-
ficance they deservec It is more than inversion; it is a matter 
of violent dirression for the sake of ironic indictmento There is, 
for example, nothin~ eucharistic about Quentin's last supper. 'l'he 
bread and wine do not rive life to hi_m, for he has already determined 
to take his life into his ovm 11ands and destroy it. In his Gethse-
mane dialogue vrith his father 9 as Collins has observed,· he is not 
requesting freedom from impending agony, but rather he is begging 
his father to let him suffer the conse~uences of the charge of incest 
with Caddyo In the end he embraces death in self-pity as a cowardly 
escaue from his anguish. Christ asked His Father to let this cup 
pass from Him, but, obedient to His Father's will, He gave Himself 
to be crucified in order that mankind might be redeemed. On the 
day of his death ~ientin engages in the same actions as Christ, but 
in his trembling hands these actions are devoid of any strengthening 
powero Unwilling to rise above the decay of his family, he chooses 
\ instead to pervert his ~~11-power. Under the guise of predestination 
or fatality 9 he uses his acquiescence to despair as an excuse to 
escape resoonsibility'for his actions. 
" ·• 
~., 
. ~ 
Jason's section makes equally flagrant digressions from the 
parallels it contains to the Christ-story. ·The self-pitying, selt-
righteous,and selfish Caroline Compson could not be more antithe-
tical to the courage, humility, and love that characterized the 
-
.,. 
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Virgin Mary. But the greatest digreseion·of all lies in Faulkner's 
use of time parallels between Jason's cotton speculation and Christ's 
agony and death on the Cross. The irony here is enormous and rather 
appalling. The juxtaposition of Christ 9s crucifixion m th Jason •e •: 
financial crucifixion enforces as no other symbol could the focus 
of Jason's worship. 
Though both Quentin's and Jason's actions find definite para-
llels in the Christ-story, it cannot be said that eitl1:r of them is 
really a Christ-fi£;Ure. The reader~ conscious of Faulkner's choice 
of Holy Thursday, Good Friday 9 Holy Saturday, and Easter SUnday as 
his frame of time reference, is not surnrised that Faulkner should 
deliberately contrast the selfishness and decay of the Comoson 
family with the love and life-imparting qu2lities of the New Testa-
ment story. But several momentar:r allusions do not constitute a .. 
Christ-figure. Faulkner has simply used this method of juxtaposi-
tion to underscore his major theme of love and the lack of love. 
As Collins has observed, n • • • God's Son passed through the events 
of the Passion and rose as a redeemer; the Compson sons pass through 
parallel events but go dovm in failure. And they do so because love, 
which Christ oreached as an eleventh connnandment, is lacking or 
frustrated or distorted in their fami:Py.nll 
There is, ho1;7ever, st,ron~ evidence that Faulkner wished Benjy 
to be considered a Christ~fi'?llre. Faulkner not only makes him 
thirty-three on Holy Saturday, but also emphasizes the fact by 
. ,. 
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haYing Dilsey giYe him a birthday party. Powell notes also that 
-, Christmas is apparently' mentioned during talk of the birthday for 
no other reason than to make a link 1Jetz1een Benjy 9 s \jbirth and that 
of Christ. And Dilsey tells B1anjy,, "You 9s de Lav1d 9s chile ••• " 
(p. 333). Mueller has noted that ?:irso Con1pson 's dread of Christmas, 
cou!)led with her thinly disguised di st,aste for her idiot son, 
heightens this link between the tv;o l)irthdays. 
Collins has traced the closest parallels between Benjy's sec-
_, 
tion and the corresponding events in the New Testament and in the 
Easter liturgy. His section bears the date of Holy sa~t11rday, 1928, 
the aniversary of the day on v1hich Cl1rist descended into hell. Benjy 
exists in a mental and emotional hell becattse of his idiocy, a hell 
intensified by the cruelty and neglect of most of the Compsons and 
alleviated only by Caddy and Dilseyo Collins also observes that 
Benjy's birthday candles are reminiscent of the Paschal Candle 
\ 
that is lignted on Holy Satl1rda.v from the new fire that is kindled . . . ., ,_,, 
in ritualo The fascination that fire holds for Benjy is emphasized 
12 repeatedly throurhout the novel. 
Pov;ell has called attention to further general parallels between 
Benjy and Christo Both are innocent. Benjy, incapable of reasont 
is incapable of sinQ Christ also was without sin. Also, both 
Benjy and Cl1rist suffer intensely and are wholly undeserving of the 
anguish they endureo ijuelle1~ has observed the extensive parallels 
between Benjy a11d the Suffering Servant of Isai-ah. Benjy is also 
r 
without comeliness. He is, in fact, almost repulsive. He was 
"'· 
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a big man who appeared to have been shaped 
of some substance whose particles would not 
or did not cohere to one another or to the 
frame v1hich supported ito H'.is skin 1.7as dead 
looking and hairless; dropsical too~ he moved 
with a s}1amblin~ gait lil<e a tr.? ined bear" 
His hair t7as pale a.nd fineo It has been 
brushed smoothl;t dov;n t1pon his brov1 l.ike that 
of children in daP,Ue:rrot~rpeso His e>tes v1ere 
clear, of the Pale sv1eet blue of cornflowers, 
his thick mouth hun~ open, drooling a little. 
(p. 290) 
He is indeed desnised and rejected by all except Dilsey and Caddy. 
Mrs. Compson, in particular, hides her face from the sight of her 
idiot son. The irony of the truth Y~s. Compson unconsciously speaks 
when she complains that Benjy's idiocy is "a judgment on me" \p. 25) 
finds a further parallel in Isaiah: It 
• • • and the Lord hath laid 
on him the iniquity of us all." Benjy is also a man of sorrows. 
He spends a majority of his time hov:ling beca.use things are not in 
their ordered place around him. The fact that Jason has him cas-
trated harks back to the lines in Isaiah about the servant who is 
brought "as a lamb to· the slaughter, and a·s a sheep before her 
l 
shearers dwnb • • • " Benjy is indeed dumb ,1 for he ca1mot speak 
and is capable of only incomorehensible babblingo Thus, these 
parallels to the Suffering Servant, coupled with the identifying 
marks of a kind of Christ, further strengthens a view of Benjy as 
a Christ-figure. Of all the Compson household, only Benjy is the 
truly innocent victim. 
But despite the parallels between Benjy and Christ, one is 
'R,_,___ 
........ ...-4-_ ... , 
continually conscious of the great digressions from those parallels 
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that often loom larger than the similarities. The greatest of 
these digressions ls·, of course, Benjy I s idioc:v, whic l1 is the 
source of his innocence. The·efficacy of Christ's suffering was 
predicci.ted upon His 1ttllling ar1d conscious a.c1Juiescence to His 
Father 0s i7i11o Benjy, hoi,ever, is a victim v1ho is deprived even 
of assent to his sufferings because of his lack of mentality. 
There is, moreover, the matter of Benjy's castration, which also 
sets him apart from Christo Also, Benjy doe-s not suffer an actual 
crucifixion, and the hell he lives in has no redeeming effects for 
the Compson household. 
'. .,...-' 
It is evident, then, that although Benjy resembles Christ in 
some ways, he is radically Christ's opoosite in many other aspects. 
I propose that both the parallels to and the digressions from the 
Christ-story form a functional pattern within the novel. It is a 
pattern that complements the major function of Benjy as a Christ-
figure, which is, as Powell has noted, to deliver a judgment on 
the Conrpson family for their sins. 
This indictment is placed side by side with the role of Dilsey 
aa an ethical nonn, a role Olga Vickery has recognized and defined 
as "the realizing and acting out of one I s humanity. n13 And, as 
she observes, it is from this norm that the Compsons have deviated, 
each into his separate world. Christ once said, " ••• where your 
treasure is, there will your heart be also." The respective trea-
sures of each member. of the Compson household fully indicate where 
their hearts are. Mr. Compson•s heart is with cynicism and the 
\.,..,., ' 
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oblivion brought on by drink. Mre. Compson gives her highest 
regard to her false pride and neurotic self-pityo Quentin trea- , -,_, 
sures his misplaced sense of honor and his thoughts of despair and 
self-destructiono Jason hoards the money he has stolen from his 
fi\eceo Caddy ultimately chooses promiscuity over her love for 
Benjyo All that Benjy has to treasure are order and pleasing 
sensations such as firelight. On~v Dilsey•s treasure lies in the 
realm of the supernatural, in her belief in "de blood en de 
ricklickshun of de Lamb" (p. 313), and in her rewani, which is to 
be gained on]J" through compassion for others. 
Faulkner's time structure of the novel around the days of the 
~,, . 
"'- // 
culmination of Christ's passion indicates that we are to read his 
story in terms of crucifixion and resurrection. Bowling has per-
ceived that Benjy's birthday falls neither on Good Friday nor on 
Easter Sunday, but on the Saturday between Good Friday and Easter 
Sunday, a fact which suggests that Benjy is a paradoxical symbol 
pointing two ways. For Bowling, Benjy symbolizes not only the 
Crucifixion tthe world's sin) but also the Resurrection ~its possible 
' 
redemption).14 Benjy has indeed been crucified on the Compson cross. 
' 
of utter selfishness. But as a Christ-figure he is not solely vic-
tim. He is also the potential source of redemption for the Compsons. 
According to Waggoner, all the other characters in the book are 
•. 
finally judged in terms of their feelings and actions toward Benjy. 
Compassion toward Benjy is a way to human salvation in Faulkner's 
eyes. Caddy, despite her other failings, becomes affinnative through 
'• . 
. . 
' 
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1 ; her love for Benjy. And wster, in spite of the little torments 
he inflicts on Benjy, also qualifies as more or less compassionate. 
But it is only Dilsey who is totally committed to a Christian com-
passiono Bowling has drawn several telling internretations of this 
compassionate way to salvation from the Negro minister 1s Easter 
sennon. He notes that just as Faulkner places Benjy's birthday 
between Good Friday and Easter SUnday, so the Negro preacher places 
,..-
the F1ood between the Crucifixion and the Resurrection. The Negro 
preacher sees the Flood as God's punishment on the people because 
they killed Jesus. The preacher's placement of the Flood between 
the Crucifixion and the Resurrection is in error historically, but 
Bowling observes that it is symbolically correct for Faulkner's 
view of the modern world, v1hich has also killed Jesus and suffers 
from spiritual darkness. But the preacher. still finds hope for 
redemption, and Bowling perceives that those v1ho see and believe 
can, according to the preacher, crack the· doom and achieve glory. 
According to Bowling, Faulkner implies that 0the v1ay to salvation 
is through love, throltgh the exercise of pity and compassion and 
sacrifice, through spiritual cormnunication and communion with some-
thing outside and beyond the selfc,n15 
This brings us to the final way in which Benjy functions as 
a Christ-figure. Christ described the last Judgment in these words: 
And before him shall be gathered all nations: 
and he shall separate them one from another, 
r 
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as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the goats: 
And he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on the lefto Then shall the I(ing say· unto them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the v;orld: 
For I ,uas hunr:ered, and ye gave me meats I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I 
was a stranger, and ye took me in: Naked, and :le clothed me: I 1r1as sick and ye visited me: I v1as in prison- and'' ye crune 
unto meo 
Then shall the ri~hteous ansvier him, say-ing, lord, \'t"h,en saw we thee hungred and fed·; thee? or thirstJr, and gave thee dri.11.k? • • • 
e. e O O O O O O O O O II) 0 0 8 oo O O e. And the l{ing shall ansv:rer .and say unto them, Veril.Y I say unto you, I:uasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren ye have done it unto me. 
\Matthew 25:32-37, 40) 
Surely Benjy is "one of the least of these." And in the end it is 
only Dilsey vrho recognizes Christ in the idiot son. It is a recog-
nition which Faulkner has indicated he wants the reader to experience 
also. 
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CHAP'lm 3 
'I.;, 
CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM IN LIGHT IN AUGUST 
SeTeral highly respected voices have discounted a~v view or 
Joe Christmas as a Christ-figure in Light in August (first published 
in 1932)0 Cleanth Brooks relegates the matter to a footnote1 and 
supnorts this dismissal by affinning William I.amont's discovery 
that Joe is actually thirty-six and not thirty-three when he dies. 2 
Richard Hovere, in his introduction to the Modern Library edition 
of Light in August, thinks that Faulkner began with some sort of 
connection betvreen Christmas and Christ, but he does not believe 
"there is much Profit, except for those critics who may be profession-
ally concerned with tracking down all sources in }i'auli(ner, in ex-
ploring the matter very deeply or in using it to interpret tl1e 
novel. n3 Irving Howe believes that one could "remove tl1e several 
___ _..._,~~lou~ suggestions that Christmas is some sort of Christ-figure, 
and it would hardly matter • • • nU Sean O 'Faolain finds Faulkner •s 
use of symbol "entirely capricious 115 and an invalid method for 
obtaining an "inflation of theme." 6 
I should first like to refute Howe's contention with a fuli 
accounting of all the parallels betw·een Lir-:;ht in Jtug1.1st and the 
story of Christ. I then v1ish «'e,o !)repose that the n1any digressions 
Faulkner·has made from these parallels do not obviate the unalterable 
existence of those parallels, that, instead, the parallels and 
digressions to and from the Christ story comprise a coherent pattern 
that can be used to interpret the novel. 
· - .· - -4, JU .&& 
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c. Hugh Holman7 and Beekman Cottre118 have pursued the matter 
"\:,. 
of Christian symbolism vtlth the greatest degree of thoroughness. 
It will be useful to atterr:pt a synthesis of their findings in 
order to have a clear basis from which to discuss the function 
of Christian svmbo1ism in Light in 1~ugust. 
The narallels betr,een Christ and Joe Christmas apply most 
closely to tl1e circumstances surrounding Joe I s birth, early child-
hood, and deci.tho Both are the sons of unmarried motherso Joe 
bears the n@ne of Christ's foster father. Joe's last name is that 
of the feast of Christ's birth, and he has the initials JC. 1!1hen 
Joe is five years old, his gra~dfather steals him from the orphanage 
at night in a futile attempt to keep him from placement in a ~Jegro 
orphanage. As Alwyn Berland has noted, this incident has a certain 
simila.I'i ty to the flight into Egypt by the Holy Family· to save the 
Christ Child from Pierod's soldiers.9 Joe acq~uires a foster father, 
in the person of Simon McEachern. For Cottrell 9 the name Simon 
sugeests that "for a time at least he and Christmas vialk side by 
side in unspoken understanding. Simon McEachern is the type, the 
rock u11on which the puritan, evangelical church of Yoknapatawpha 
County is based.ulO The name Simon also enhances a different 
internretation tha.n has hitherto been P:iven to the action of Mrs. 
McEachern •s was~ing Joe I s feet vrhen he first enters the house. 
Richard Chase was the first to olJserve the syn1bolic oroperty of 
11 the washing of the feet, an observation seconded by Cottrell 
;; . 
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and Holman with the inference that the parallel ie to Christ's 
J 
washing the feet of his discinles at the last SiJpoer. Such a 
view, 'hovreve1"', 1Yould put t?rso l/IcEachern in the position of a Christ, 
a position Y1r.1ich h.as no possible value to recommend it. Another 
more satisfactory pa.rallel ,vould be to Inke vii:38, in which it is 
related that Christ, upon entering the home of Si.111on, the Pharisee, 
had his feet vrashed t1i th the tears of Mary Magdalen. 
·When he is ei gl1t years old, Joe refuses to learn the Presby-
terian catechism, desnite the beatings inflicted upon him by 
McEacherno He thinks to himself, "On~ day I became a man. nl2 
Holman sees a parallel between McEachern's Calvinistic order and 
the Pharisaic order encountered by Christ. He views Joe's refusal 
to learn the catechism as similar to Christ's rejection of the Old 
Law in favor of His Own Gospel. Christ was thrust from the syna-
gogue at Nazareth and threatened with death when He declared His 
New Law for the first time. Joe is denied food and beaten because 
he rejects McEachern's Pharisaic morality. 
Holman perceives that Joe, like Christ, is tempted three timee,--
by Mrs. McEachern's food, by the Negro girl when he is fourteen, 
and by McEachern's offer of the heifer. The rejection of the food 
and the girl satisfies the conditions for temptation, but the offer 
of the heifer does not. Althouph Joe consciously reflects, "'I 
didn •t ask for it. He gave it to meo I didn't ask for it'" (p. 1S8J, 
he nevertheless accepts the heifer from McEachern. If the offer 
J ., ' 
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is a temptation, the acceptance becomes tantamount to yielding to 
"' 
that temptation 9 and to yield r:ould be to break the Christ pattern 
that Faullcne:r· is e1lidently attempt.ing to establish hereo ttather, 
the third tenrotation resides in Joe es :refusal, despite the v1hippings, 
to learn the Presbyterian catechism, thus rejecting the formal 
exoression of the Pharisaic code by v1hi ch t1cEachern lives. &1 According 
to Hol!nan, Joe 9s trip into tovm and the restnurant constitutes an 
initia.,tion into the ·?rorld, 91the restaurant being a kind of carnal 
temple and Bobby and its ovmers being priests of that world. ul3 A 
parallel to this event is Christ's first initiation into the world 
in v1hich He v;ould live tvhen He remained to teach in the temple while 
Mary and Joseph searched for Him. Supporting evidence for Holman's 
interpretation mav be found in Faulkner's descri"Ption of the restau-.. ~ 
rant, in v1hich tlax has a nmonklike face" \P. 169), Mame "like a 
carved lioness guarding a portal" \p. 152) becomes a kind of idol, 
~ 
and Joe and Bobbie face e2ch other "a little like they were praying" 
tP. 156Jo ~Nhen McEachern discovers them at a dance toe-ether, Joe 
attacks l1irn in a violent outburst of his accwnulated reli?-ious 
hatred. 
We have only a vague idea of what tra.nspires in the middle 
period of the lives of both Christ and Joe. 7le see them clearly 
again only for the three years immediately preceding their respec-
·tive deaths. Joe's public life begins when he first comes to 
Jefferson. Faulkner has placed this section of the action at the 
beginning of his novel, thus giving particular emphasis to Byron •s 
., . 
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observation about Joe Christmas: "a man's name, which is supposed 
to be just t·he sound for who he is, can be some hov1 an augur of ,,hat 
he will do, if other men can only read the mea:r1ing in t:une n . (p". 29). ; 
Placed as it is early in the no 1 el, this line of B;y'Ton 's would 
appear to be an obvious vray in t7hich Faulkner is say-ing that, if 
the reader can read the meaning in time, the pattern of the Christ-
figure will be evident throuFhout the no,:relo Further Christ-parallels 
1n this passage point in the same directiono As Holman has observed, 
Joe is a stranger, as Christ was. Christ had nowhere to lay His 
head.· For Joe, "no town nor city \Vas his, no street, no walls, no 
square of earth his homen (Po 27)o Joe's private life is described 
as being hidden nbehind the veil, the screen" (p • .31) of his job 
at the mill, just as the sac1,,arnental life of Christ is hidden behind 
w• 
a _tabernacle ,teil or screeno As .,.Cottrell points out, Joe spends 
some tirne vrorking ·vJith t7ood, as Christ viorked in the carpentry shop 
of his foster fathe1'' 9 Saint Josepho Joe also at this time acquires 
a partner in the person of Brown, and Faulkner refers to them 
specifically as 'mastern and "disciple" (p. 39). This disciple 
also betrays the master. Three years. later, because she tried to 
-,. . . . ... 
make him nray1 Joe kills Joanna Burden in a third instance of that 
religious hatred v1h.ich has previo11sly motivated his refusal to learn 
the Presb~rterian catechism and his attack on l!cEachern. 
The events of the week following Joe •s murder of Joanna Burden 
--··' 
closely parallel the events of the week of Christ's Passion and 
Death. Joe is betrayed by his "disciple" Brown for $1,000, just 
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as Christ was betrayed by his disciPle Judas for thirty pieces of 
silver. Holman sees a parallel also bet\'\Teen Joe driving out the 
worshipr,ers at a Negro churcl, with a table leg and Christ casting 
the buyers and sellers out of the temple a.t Jer11salemo Hovrever, 
Holman contends that Joe terrorizes the I\Jeero ser1lice on the Tues-
·~ 
day of his week of flif!ht, the sa1ne day of Hol:r 1.;Ieelc on v1hicl1 Christ 
cleansed the temple. But since there is no mention in the P-"ospels 
of the day of the v:-eek on ,.vhich Christ did. cleanse the temple, this 
portion of the pa.rallel v1ould be vrl thout foundationo The dav· of the 
t, 
nek and the event are both parallel in the matter of the last Supper 
and the mysterious di11ner 11hich appears before Joeo Both o-r these 
events occur on a Thursday and take place in the home of a 'brother.• 
It is on Thursday nig11t that Joe feels str2.ni.~ely compelled to cal-
culate tl1e da;f of the vreel,-r because nit '\1as as though now and at last 
. 
· he had an actual urgent. need to strike off the accomplished days 
toward some purpose, son1e definite day or act, vli.thout either fall-
ing sl1ort or overshootingu (Po 293). That intense need is to give 
himself u·o -rJhe:ri he discovers that it is Friday. He heads straight 
for t1ottstown: • his direction is straight as a surveyor's u 0 • 
line ••• he is like a man who knows where he is and where he 
wants to go and hov1 much time to the exact minute he has to get 
there inn (Po 295). In much the same manner, Christ went to the 
Garden of Gethsemane knowing that He v1ould be betrayed and arrested 
there. Joe •s actions also imitate those of Christ 1n his refusal 
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to deny his identity. When Joe is recognized in Mottstown, 
Halliday asks him, "'Ain't your name Christmas?' and the_µigger 
said that it was. He never denied ito He never did a~vthing" 
(p. 306). 1Rhen the Sanhedrin asked Jesus if He r1as the ChI'ist, 
Christ answered, "I am." Halliday and Doc Hines both hit Joe in 
.• _t,1' · 
the face as Christ was struck about the face by Pilate's soldiers. 
And, as Holman observes, Joe's grandfather, Doc Hines 9 assumes the 
role that the Pharisees played ir1 the mob that urged Pilate to 
crucify Christ. Both shout, "Kill him. Kill hLm 0 {p. 302). As 
Joe is led from the 11ottstovm jail to the car \Vhich will take him 
to Jefferson, !:Jrs o Hines makes her \vay to the front of the crowd 
and looks at Joeo Tl1is is very like the meeting of Christ and His 
Mother 1vhich or:3.l t,radi tion tells us took place on th-a vra.y to Cal-
vary. Holman perceives, too, that Joe is moved from t1ot tsto,,111 to 
Jefferson, a11othe:r. legal jurisdiction, and that t,he rJottstovm 
sheriff yields his responsibility happilYo Pilate was likewise 
relieved to move Christ to Herod 9s jurisdictiono Also, Grimm's 
American legion platoon gamble v1hile they are guarding Joe in 
Mottstom1 9 as the Roman soldiers gan1bled Ov"'er Christ's garments 
while they guarded the crucified Christ on Golgotha. Joe's break 
for freedom also has an analogy to Christo Cottrell believes the 
paralJel is to be found in Christ's words, spoken from the cross, 
_/ 
n 1My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?'" A much closer 
parallel can be found in Christ's words in the Garden of Gethsemane, 
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"'O my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me.•• 
When Joe escapes from the sheriff and runs to Hightower's house, 
Grimm shoots him five times, just as Ghrist sustained five wounds 
during His Passion. Cottrell has noted a possible parallel be-
tween the mutilating of Joe by Gritmn and the Roman soldier's 
piercing of Christ's side. There is, finally, a parallel between 
the way "someone covered all five shots with a folded handkerchief• 
lP. ho6J, and the manner in which Christ's Body was covered with 
a shroud. 
Other characters in Light in August contribute to this pattern 
of Christian symbolism that refers predominantly to Joe Christmas. 
The parallels between Iena and the Virgin Mary lay the most insis-
tent and also the most indisoutable claims to critical consideration. 
As Cottrell has noted, both travel a great distance to a strange 
/ place in order that"'their sons might be born thereo Both give 
birth in humble surroundings on the outskirts of town. As Beach 
Langston has observed, Fa11lkner tells us six times in the first 
chapter that Lena is dressed in blue, the traditional color for 
llary. '!'here is the additional matter of 1irs o Hines I and, ~ubse-
quently, Ler1a 's confusio11 of tl1e birtl1 of her child v1it,h the birth 
of Joe Christmas, t!1us givi11g Lana 0s nenborn son aspects of a 
Christ--fi gure additional to those r1hicl1 accrue to 1'1im by virtue 
of his rnother 2 s identification rri th the Virgin Liary o This view 
o.f wna as A·lary and her child as a kind of Christ-figure finds 
., 
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' further support in the characterization of Byron Bunch as Saint 
Joseph. Both Byron and Joseph are workers in wood. Both are will-
ing to marry and care for an e:iqJectant rno·ther no matter what the 
paternity of the child. Both assume the role of guardian and pro-
tector to th~ new-born childo And in the closing scene of the 
novel, ler1a with all her 1Aary att1·:ibutes and Byron with his aspects 
of Saint Joseph and the child -rii th his stable birth, all projects 
definite aspects of a kind of Holy Family'. 
Besides the symbolic translation of Lena and Byron and the 
child into a Holy F2mi~y and of Joe Christmas into a Christ-figure, 
Cottrell has found a number of additional minor parallels to other 
persons and events in Christ's life. He perceives that Joanna 
Burden bears a certain siJuilarity to John the Baptist. He sub-
stantiates this clailn by 11oting that the name Joanna is the feminine 
form of John 9 that her initials are the same as those of John the 
Baptist, and that her head is severed from her body as his was. 14 
Cottrell also finds that Hightower confonns in many 02rticulars to 
the role of Pontius Pilate. After dredging up some obscure etymo-
logical data on Hig)1tower!s name, 15 Cottrell describes several 
reasonable similarities between Pilate and Hightower. Both are 
outcasts in an unimportant corner of their respective realms, the 
Roman empire and the church. It is, however, in their litt,le 
corners of the world that the Christ of their ·day is put to death. 
Both receive pleas to save the accused Christs from crucifixion, 
I 
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- Pilate from his wife and. Hightower from Mrs. Hines. Both Pilate 
and Hi~htower ignore these pleas and become conscious of their 
hands. Pilate washes his hands before the mob that cries for 
Christ's crucifixion in a feeble effort to free himself of f!\lilt. ' 
._ 
Cottrell notes that the last vision of Gail Higl1tov1er is focused 
upon "the twin blobs of his hands upon the ledges" (p. h32)o And, 
as Cottrell observes, Hightower, before his final scene, has asked 
himself the question which Pila.te must have asked after the Cruci-
fixion: "Shall I be held responsible for that which was beyond 
. my power? n {p. J.i28). 
From the preceding catalogue of the parallels between Light 
in August and the Christ story, it is nov1 possible to reject 
Irving Ho7ie 's belief that the Christ.-parallels are cloudy and in-
signifi canto Fau11mer 's use of the Cl1ris't=.story is too careful to 
be accidental and penneates the novel too deeply not to be thema-
tically vital. 
The next and rather more complicated task will be to demonstr~.te 
..... 
that these narallels are neither erased by the many disquieting di-
gressions that Faulk11er makes from them, nor obliterated by the 
numerous shifts v1ithi11 the symbolic nattern itself. 
The digressions from the Nelv Testament story crowd in without 
fail on abnost every parallel to Christ. Joe enters the world under 
the sti0na of illegitimacy. The Christ Child is born through the 
power of the Holy Ghost and the Blessing of God the Father on His 
- -·-· - - ·- ____ , 
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Son. Joe is abducted from the orphanag~ by his grandfather, not 
out of love arid protection 9 but from motives of hatred and bigotry. 
Joe's foster fathe1~ relies not on God 9s wisdom and providence, but 
upon his own self~ri~hteousnessc His treatment of Joe is impersonal 
and ruthless, the very antithesis of Saint Joseph •s treatment of 
Christ. Joe's rt:!jection of the religious code of McEachern is 
negative and violento Christ did not entirely reject the Old Law, 
_but rather He built the New Law upon the foundation of the Old. 
He sought to change the religious order with love and self-abne-
gation, not vn.th hatred and violence toward those who persecute 
Him·. Joe rejects his three temptations only to supplant their 
proffered evils "~vith his 01.m desire for violence and for the al-
most masochistic joy of violence endured. Christ rejected the 
devil 9s temotations by virtue of and to maintain His own goodness. ~ . ..... 
The final and g:reatest digression drawn by Faulkner is, of course, 
that Joe 9s death descends into greater depths of ignominy than 
Christ's through Grirrilll 1S act of mutilation. The succeeding di-,..., 
gressions of Joe from Christ are self-evident. It is sufficient 
to obse:cve that Joe is sullen, crude, a willing slave to his appe-
tites and obsessions, and a murderer, and that he bears, at times, 
a closer resemblance to an animal than to a man, much less to 
16 Christ. 
But these factual digressions are only a small indication of 
the great ~lf that stretches between the soirit that moves Joe and 
the spirit that moved Christ. 
I· ' 
jl. 
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Joe is obsessed with law and punish-
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ment and the complete rejection of aOT hint or charity and com-
passiono Christ 9s v1hole being was directed toward the establish-
ment of a rnoral order in which mercy and love and forgiveness would 
constitute the supreme good. Joe's acquiescence to suffering and 
death is a masochistic fatalism; Christ's is the supreme sacrifice 
for a higher good. The value of Christ's whole life and suffering 
and death vvas Dredicated uoon His ttesurrection for this Proved His • L 
., 
Divinityo It is more than doubtful that Joe experiences any resur-
rection. The source of the problem of Joe's resurrection centers 
upon this passage: 
For a long moment he looked up at them with peaceful-and unfathomable and unbearable eyes. Then his face, bo~y, all, seemed to collause, to fall in upon itself, and from out the 
slashed garments about his hips and loins the pent black blood seemed to rush like a released breatho It seemed to rush out of his pale body" like the rush of sparks from a risin~ rocket; 
upon that olack blast the man seemed to rise 
soaring into their memories forever and ever. (p. 407) 
The only evidence that Joe himself experiences a resurrection comes 
from his ttpeaceful and unfathomable and unbea!'able e~res, 11 a look 
which, to be consistent \vith Joe's life history, v1ould spring quite 
naturally from his final and complete surrender to the fatalism 
that he has alternately accented and re.iected throui?hout his life. 
For Joe himself there is no resurrection, and this is tl1e last and 
greatest digression from the Cl1rist-figure parallels. If there is 
I, . 
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an,y resurrection in this passage at all (the more accurate term 
would be "av,areness" or "consciousness 11 ), it is the indelible imprint 
of a terrible crucifixion without a resurrection on the memories 
of the characters and rea.ders 17ho have seen it. Character and reader 
have shared a, mornent~!"J glimpse of hoY1 terrible the human condition 
can be if man so malces ito -·. This l<novrledge is ''of itself alone 
triwnphantti and nthey are not to lose it, in whatever peaceful 
valleys, beside v;hatever Dlacid and reassuring streams of old age, 
in the mirrorin0" faces of ~vhatever children they will contemplate 
old disasters and ner1er honesn (p. !.i07). 
The matter of digressions from the Christ-figure is further 
complicated by t}1e duplications and shifts within the symbolic 
pattern itself. For exam·ole, there seems to be an excess of Virgin 
Marys among the women of Light in August. In giving birth to Joe 
Christmas, 1/iillv Hines becomes a l1ary-figure. And as Cottrell 
points out, }11rso 1icEachern, like Mary, "realizes she cannot come 
between him {Joe) ar~d the hardships. 1117 This realization and the 
mother-role she tries to play for Joe make Mrs. McEachern a kind 
of Mary-figure. 
There is also the shift in the symbol1c references to Joe 
Christmas. 1Nhen Joe attacks lfcEachern, -Faulkner tells us that to , 
McEachern, Joe's face is the face of Sa.tan. later, vr1:1en Joe breaks 
into the Negro church, the woman on the mourners I bench identifies 
him also with Satan. In his blasphemous usurption of the pulpit 
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in the Negro church, Joe also assumes aspects of a violent anti-
Christ. 
Most of these duplications and shifts, however, are not per-
sistent. They occur at a single point of action to elucidate or 
convey the significance of the momento In the case of the Mary-
figures9 the puroose is to focus our attention on Joe as a Christ-
fi(!Ure o . :Milly's a.nd r,frs o TuicEachern 's appearances as Mary are both 
brief and vrithout later elaboration, in contrast to Lena's, which 
is continuous and ru1iv develoned. Joe Christmas's two perfor-
mances as Satan stem organic3l~y from the event in which he is 
en~aged and are not nart of a pattern of Satan-fi~es. If this 
Satanic aspect of Joe has any place in the development of the 
Christian symbolism, it is to further accentuate the numerous 
other· digressions that Faulkner has made from that Christ-figure 
pattern ivhich he employs so extensively. 
But the element of Christian symbolism does not stand alone 
in Light in Augusto It is inextricably bound up with the theme 
of religion ~hich Faulkner pursues so intensely in this novel. 
Faulkner's attitude toward Calvinism is complex. As Al,izyn Ber-
lanct18 and Harold Dou~las and Robert Daniel19 have demonstrated, 
' 
Faulkner, in Light in August, seems to be engaged in a simultaneous 
affirmation and rejection of Calvinism. 
Faulkner's denunciation of certain forms of Calvinism is 
most immediately evident. Each of the several aspects of this 
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denunciation finds expression in a character. In the person of 
Simon lwlcEachern (whose sect is Scotch Presbyterianism, i~rhich was 
known in the South for the extreme literalism of its Calvinistic 
doctrine), 20 Faulkner attacks rigid and ruthless adherence to the 
letter of the law, an adherence made at the expense of pity and 
compassion. McEachern whips Joe into a state of unconsciousness 
for not learning the Presbyterian catechism, puts him to bed, only 
to order him when he wakes up to 0 •Take the book'" (p. 134). It 
is not so much what );1cEachern does as how he does it. Faulkner 
repeatedly describes him as not unkind, but rather not human or 
personal at all. For !J1cEa.chern the only two virtues are n\70rk and 
the fear of God" {p. 126). love is not included in McEachern's 
vocabulary. 
Joe's grandfather, Euphues Hines, embodies another unlovely 
aspect of Calvinism, relirious fanaticism. Hines believes that God 
has installed a private line of communication between Himself and 
His servant, Eun hues o As this self-styled instrument of (}od • s 
juetice, Hines takes it upon himself to punish women and t,Iegroes, 
his "bitchezy and a!Jo.minat,ion" (p. 327), to the extent of cornrnitting 
two murders ( those of his daughter, ltiil~y, and her lover) and try-
ing to incite a crowd to riot in order to accomplish a third murder, 
that of Joe Christ1nas, his own grandson. 
Joe Christmas l1imself is at once the ,,ictim and perpetrator 
of the excesses .of Calvinism. Faulkner reiterates the similarities - " 
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betweeri·Joe and McEachern, •in their ri~id abnegation of all com-
promise more alike than actual blood could have made t.hem 19 (p. 130J. 
Joe also resembles Hines in the violence with which he insists upon 
his ovm anproach to e1cistence. 
As Ilse ~usoir lind notes, "Two of the occasionally observable 
./ 
concomitants of the more judgmental Protestant sects are suppression 
of the 0soft v emotions and the self-1-1 censing to t)hjrsical violence 
in the n;une of rigl1teousness {often for the outlet of other emotions 
which have been SU!Jpressed) 0 °21 Joe and Joanna. Burden both e,~emplify 
'· the consequences of the dearth of love and compassion in e:Kcessive 
Calvinismo Deprived of tl1e goo,j and natural 8J{ercise of their 
passions and of an affirma·tive response to kindness, Joe and Joanna 
perpetuate a v-iolent rebe.llion afainst that denrivationo Vlith 
Joanna, t,i1is rebellion assumes the form of depra~red seA111ality; with 
Joe Christn1~s, the form of an a1)normal tlrl.rst for punishJnento But 
Joanna herself \v1hos<2 Unitar·ianism is the direct historical descen-
dan~ of CalvinismJ 22 is resryonsible for practicing another Calvinis-
tic abuse, that 0f self-righteot1s allegiance to the fonns of her 
religion, forms which no longer have any substance to give them sig-
nificance. Joanna asks Joe to kneel with her as if the mere act 
of kneeling possessed, of itself, some virtue. Faulkner character-
izes her kneeling, her "attitude of formal abjectness," as "a part 
-
of the pride," and her voice as "calm and tranquil and abnegant" 
(p. 2b5). She'presumes, as Hines did, to make herself an instrument 
II 
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of God's will in His plan for Joe Christmaa when she pressures 
, , him to accept a t~egro identity ana·· finally presents him with an 
unconditional choice between praying and dying. 
It is in and through Hightower, however, that Faulkner vent1 
his fullest condemnation of the excesses of Calvinism. Hightower, 
the one example Faulkner gives of leadership in the Calvinistic 
faith, becomes a minister only to escape the demands of reality 
and to indulge his need for a romantic attachment to the past. In 
his sennons he combines and confuses the dogma he ·is supposed to 
preach with his vision of his grandfather's being shot from the 
galloping horse. Thus, in both motivation and action, Hightower 
projects an almost total lack of meaning in religious preaching 
and leadership. ft.nd in his moment of awareness after Joe's death, 
Hightower explicitly cites the specific failures of the religion 
') 
whose minister he is supposed to be. He perceives 
that that which is destroying the Church is 
not the outward groping of those within it 
nor the inward 2roning of ·those vdthout, but 
the nrofessionals ivho c,ontrol it and -r:rho have 
removed the bells from its steepleso He seems 
to see them, endless, "without orde:r 9 emnty, 
symbolical, blealc 9 sk;vnointed not v1ith ecstasy 
or passion but in adjuration, threat, and 
doomo He seems to see the '"churches of the 
world like a ra~part, like one of those barri-
cades of the mirldleages olanted vrith dead and 
-- ~ 
sharpened stakes 9 agai11st, truth and against 
that peace in which to sin and be forgiven 
which is the life of mano 
'And I accepted that, 1 he thinks. 1I 
acquiesced. Nay, I did worse: I served 
it. ' {p. 426~427) • 
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It is this complete negation of joy and meaning, this abysemal 
failure of love in certain aspe~ts of Calvinism that Faulkner is 
condemning. 
Joshua McClennen has, I think, correctly isolated the basic 
attribute v1hich chRracterizes all these examples of excessive Cal-
vinisn10 23 He finds that attribute to be Christian complacency, 
which he defines as a feeling on t!1e part of tl1e indi'lidual of 
self-riehteousness that has its source in fancy, not in fact, in 
the selfish, not the unselfish instincts. }J,cClennen believes that 
Faulkner nercei ves that such an a.ttitude of self-righteousness 
"finds fertile soil in Christianity, or what passes for Christianity, 
and narticularly in Protestant Christianity," but that Faulkner 
sees this complacency 0 as a feeling natural to man as man, able to 
flourish indeDendent of any church connection.n24 
McClennen cites ]\:cEachern as a clear examole of this self-
righteousnesso He notes that McEachern is a com1;>lete-ly sincere 
man 1:1}10 demands no more of others than he would demand of himself, 
but that at the same time he is a complete bigot who refuses to 
recomize any way of doing things other than his own. If Faulkner 
is highly critical of the churchgoer, McClennen observes that he 
also finds little that is worthy in the clergy. heverend Gail 
Hightower, although he possesses little of the moral rigidity that 
Faulkner condemns in McEachern and Hines and Joanna Burden, is still 
a failure and still complacent. McClennen writes, "8.Y li,,ing in 
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the past ·he surrenders his chance to discharge his responsibilities 
to his congregation. · In many -,.~ys he is just as guilty of a denial 
of life as are McEachern and Hines. n25 
But the immediate recognition of Faulkner's denunciation gives 
way, upon further examination, to the dlscovery that Fa.ulkner is 
also affirming certain asoects of Calvinismo Harold Je Douglas 
and Robert Daniel have arrived at a definition of A.merican Calvinism 
which sets up a series of doctrinal -r)oints that vnll be a useful 
measure by which to consider Faulkner's relation to Calvinism and 
the effect this relation has upon his use of Christ-figures: 
.~· 
,.· 
..... 
American Calvinism ••• conceives of man as 
bound to sin and" threatened by damnation, but 
not doomed to it. The ,vay to redemption, by 
an act of choice, remains openo In sermons 
that call upon ·their hearers to return to 
Grace, the degene1~acy of mankind~not only 
from the original state of perfection in the 
Garden but also from some previous a~e of 
I 
,;,. 
' 
relative goodness since the Fall-=occurs often 
as Proof both of the need for regeneration and ~ 
.. • 
of its possibility o Yet the knov1ledge that 
the majoritJr of n1en are doomed not to receive 
the good tidings j along 1n th descrintions of 
the nunishments that await impenitent sinners~6 us,1ally beclouds the message of hope and joy. 
Faulkner denounces the perversions of this basic doctrinal position, 
but he affinns this fundamental Calvinist perception of man "alie-
na~d from his Creator by his own choice. 1127 Such a perception 
provides a valuable artistic frame. As Douglas and Daniel have 
observed, it furnishes the condition for tragedy, and they quote 
Yeats i "We begin to 11 ve when we have conceived life as tragedy'." 
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But Faulkner also employs the Calvinistic vision of man as 
a moral frame for Light in AugustG Faulkner affirms, first, of all, 
the doctrine of free vlillo I-Iounded though Joe is by the malevolent 
forces of society, he freely acquiesces to those forces, and acqui-
escence involves as much volition as rebellion doeso ~nen Joanna 
wants him to assume once and for all the identity of Negro, Joe 
thinks, "No. I:f I give in now, I \vill deny all the thirty years 
' ,, 
that I h,ave lived to make me what I chose to be'" (Po 232). Faulkner 
also affirms the Calvinistic ratio o~ the damned to the sa-.fed. Only 
Byron and 1£na, v:ho occuny less than a quarter of the novel, exhibit 
any evidence of possible freedom from damnationo Faulkner also 
matches the Cal,,.inistic intensity of the d.;irkness into which the 
damned are cast. But, above all, Faulkner affirms a rigorous moral-
ity. In doing so, however, he substitutes his own hierarchy of 
virtues for those of excessive Calvinism. Instead of McEachern's 
"work and the fear of Godn (Po 126), Faulkner proposes that pity 
and compassion determine the damnation or salvation of a person. 
It is aPainst this background of heavily shadowed hope that the 
parallels and digressions of the Christ-figure pattern are por-
trayed. 
Critics have denied the existence of the parallels between 
Joe Christmas and Christ because of the digressions Faulkner makes 
from the Gr1rist story or· have declared tha. t Faulkner fails because 
the digressions undercut the continuity and effect of the Christ-
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figure pattern. But, as Ilse Dusoir Lind writes, "Repeatedly. • • 
we discover that Faulkner's seemin~ de fee ts are failures of our 
own perception, which is not prenared for the ner1 uses to \Vhich he 
applies his resourceso 028 I sugr-est th8.t the pattern of parallels 
to and digressions from the Christ story iu11ctions coherently within 
the framework of the the1ne of relir.:io11 in the novel, and that, 
. furthennore, 1 ts function in this regard is more than ironic. 
The problem centers unon rrhat man11er of Christ-figure Joe 
Christmas iso :Holman ~believes the parallels have been dismissed 
.-
as insi~ificant because the critics have looked for a theological 
Saviour vrhose death is an e:{!)iation of man's guilt. Regarded in 
terms of a theolotlcal Saviour, Joe does, as Holman observes, become 
a cruel and irre,,erent travesty upon Christ. Holman sees Joe not 
as the ?lessiah of Sto Paul's epistles, but rather as the Suffering 
Servant of Isaiaho 29 It is true that Joe, like the Suffering Servant, 
is despised and rejected of nen, a man of sorrows, oppressed and 
brought as a Ls.mb to the slau~hter. But Joe, unlike the Suffering 
Servant, is a masochist and a murderer and does not qualify for 
this category ar\Y more than he did for the category of theological 
Saviour. 
A clue to Joe's Christ-figure identity may be found in seeing 
that Joe is like Ghrist in what happens to him, but that he is 
unlike Christ in his resoonses to those happenings. Mindful of 
the theme of religion in Light in August, it is perfectly organic 
' 
that Faulkner should portray the Christ of that Christianity he is 
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condemning. Joe is that Christ, and he ls a shattering indictment. 
I 
Such a Christ-fipure, all externals and no essence, is a powerful 
-symbol of Faulkner's vision of the failure of a Calvinism that is 
all fonn and no meaninf!, th2 t sacrifices the Ner, l.;,.v; of Christian 
charity for its self-riP.:hteous adherence to the Old Lav1 of retri-
bution. Such a Christ has no resurrectiono The church of such a 
Christ has no life, for without resurrection there is no divine 
life in the Church. So purposely off-center are the parallels 
between the people and events of Christ's life Rnd of Joe's life 
that we react as to the screech of chalk upon the blackboard. It 
is this emotional response that is Faulkner I s primary aim, this 
setting of our complacent teeth on edge because our fathers have 
eaten the sour grapes of nseudo-Christianity. 
Through consciousness of the nattern which the Christian sym-
bolism takes, by seeinf" Joe as a Christ without divinity, with 
something less than hwnanity, r,~ithout Christian charity, we can 
recognize the nature of Joe 1s crucifixion, why he dies as he does, 
_, 
why they shall not for~et himo But it is equally important to re-
cognize Lena as a kind of 1iirgin !Eary, Byron as a Joseph, and, 
above all, the child as another hope~filled Christ. It will be 
remembered that Faulkner affiTills as well as denounces various aspects 
of Calvinistic belief and practice. Lena 1s new-born son is the 
Christ of that affirmation. Mothered into existence by a simplicity 
and innocence that is oblivious to evil and protected by a guardian 
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who has faced evil and emerR"ed with a goodness all the more valuable 
' because of its consciousness of its adversary, the child bears all 
the hope of Faulkner 1s vision of the human situation just as Joe 
Christmas bore all the despair. As Edmond Volpe has VwTitten, Light 
in August 
• • • is like an altar triptych with a large central 
canvas of the crucifixion, dark, somber, and violento The small 
sidepieces, hinged to the major canvas, are bri~ht, joyous, placid 
scenes of the mother and c~ild and of the holy familyo One of the 
remarkable achievements of the novel is the consistency with which 
Faulkner creates these opposing canvases.n30 
Through lena and Byron, Faulkner declares that the only veri-
ties are those of the heart. It is for a lack of these verities 
that Joe Christmas suffered his crucifixion. It is, finally, with 
a reaffinnation of these verities that Faulkner ends Light in 
August. 31 The concluding exchange between Byron and Lena therefore 
assumes a special significanceo 11 'I done come too far nov1, v he 
says. 'I be dog if I'm going to quit now.' 'Aint nobody never 
said for you to quit,' she says" (p. 4h3J. 
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CHRISTIAN SYMBOL!~ IN A FABli 
With The Sound and the F'1!1 and Light in August a study of 
the Christian s~mbolism had to begin vd. th a thorough delineation 
) 
of the C}rrist-story nar·allels because the presence of such parallels 
has been so energetically disputed by ~a~v of the critics. A con-
sideration of the Christian symbolism in A Fable \fir'st published 
in 195L.J Presents the opoosite problem. Almost to a man, critics 
such as ftalcolm Go-v1ley,l Carvel Collins, 2 F. w. Dillistone3 and 
Olga Viclcery4 have a.cknowledged the pervasive presence of Christ-
parallels in the novel, almost to the extent of taking those para-
llels for granted. And therein lies the problem, for the matter 
is not so simple as might at first appear. As }tratt Waggoner has 
observed 9 "the correspondences are at once close and twisted, 
obvious on the surface and obscure at a deeper level. u5 
Once again it will be useful to attempt an accounting of the 
parallels to the Christ-story before considering a critical inter-
pretation of those parallels, but not before declaring two premises. 
Fi1·st, although the Christ-pattern is more overt in this novel than 
in any other, it is not so functional as the same pattern is in The 
Sound and the Fury and Light in August. The use of the Christ-
pattern is, in fact, rather heavily imposed upon the whole of the 
novel in order that it might be employed as minor supnorting material 
for the novel's main theme. Second, it d~ not apnear to me that 
:1 
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Panlkner is relating his version of the Second Coming. He is 
simply using the Christ-story as he has a.lv1ays used it before, to 
help express his vision of the human condition. This time, however, 
I• 
he rather overdoes it now and then, and his use of the full accoutre-
ments of the Christ-story at times becomes 9 as he 12.ter adrnitted, 
something of a "tour de force. 06 This chapter, horJever 9 is a sym-
pathetic study of the valuable aspects of the function of the 
Christ-pattern in this novel. 
The first parallel that nresents itself is one of setting. F. 
w. Dillistone has noted that the stru~~les and tensions of the First 
World War are similar to first~century Palestine in the very midst 
of the political struggles and national tensions of that period. 
The Corporal is born on Christmas eve, the son of an absent father 
and a mother who has travelled a great distance before giving bir~h · 
in Christ-evocative surroundings of nthe straw, the dark stable and 
the cold" ~p. 290)0 8 The mother dies, but, as Norman Podhoretz 
observes, Llartl1e becomes a kind of virgin mother to the new-born 
childQ 9 The Corporal also helps to work the farmland of Marthe •s 
husband, v1ho becomes a foster father to the boy and who has planned 
to bequeath the fann to himo One is reminded of Christ working in 
Sa.int Joseph 8s carpentry shop in Nazareth •. His middle years pa•s 
in relative obsc11rity9 except that he rescues a girl named Magda 
from a Marseilles house of prostitution; this parallels the pity 
Christ toolc unon Mary Magdalen, who gave up her life of sin to 
follow I-Iim. 
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The Corporal's squad of twelve men corresponds to Christ's 
twelve discipleso Botl1 grouns enf!age in the spreading of a gospel. 
The Cornoral and his trrelve spend their-lea~,es and furloughs going 
about the 1:';ar zone, even over to the Gennan side, advocating passive 
resistar1ce to the army's fir-hting orders. The essential worthiness 
of the Cornoral's gospel is underscored by his various good works, 
just as Christ established the validity of His preachin~ by perform-
ing miracles. For instance, the Corporal collects enough money 
from the other soldiers to buy a poor couple wine for their wedding 
feast. This, of course, parallels the wedding at Cana, at which 
Christ chan~ed the water into wine. 
'J 
As the Corporal's death approaches, the Christ-parallels gain 
great momentum until, in the death scene, the Chriet-figure over-
whelms the character of the Corporal completely. The Corporal I s 
entry into the Place de Ville is, as Wag~oner notes, an ironic 
inversion of Christ's triumphal entry into Jerusalem. 10 On Thurs-
day night, the Corporal and his twelve men eat a Last supper as 
Christ and His disciples did. On this same night the one faithless 
Q. 
member of the Corporal's squad receives the reward of freedom for 
his betrayal to the anny high connnand of the plan to stop the war, 
just as Judas: betrayed His Master to the Scribes and Pharisees. At 
this time, one of the Corporal's men, significantly named Pierre, 
denies he is a member of the squad. In like manner, Peter denied 
Christ on the Thursday night of His arrest • 
-- -
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Again, like Christ, the Corporal is subjected to three tempta-
tions. The General takes him to a hir.h place and offers him freedom, 
the world, or life if only he vdll refuse the mar·tyrdom which 
awaits him in the morningo The Corpo:ral, like Ghrist, elects mar-
tyrdom. His death comes to hitn much as it caine to Christ: both 
die on Friday betv;een two thieves at the a~e of tltlrty-three. Be-
fore Christ died, He tolcl the ~ood tl1ief, nToday shalt thou be with 
me in paradiseo n The Goruoral tells the mindless thief, "'It's 
all rir!hto ·.~~-e 1re o-oing to v.raito i'{e VJOn 't f-7-0 without YOU t 11 (p. J85J. 
When the Cornoral is shot, his body falls backward into a tangle of 
barbed v1ire v1hich encircles his head as the crown of thorns encir-
cled Christ's }1ead. And .just as the Roman soldier· pierced Christ's 
side to make certain He was dead, so the sergeant-major shoots the 
Corporal in the head to insure his death. 
Joseph of Arimathea v1ent to Pilate to ask for the Body of 
Christ tl1at he migl1t bury I-Iim. ln like manner, the Corporal •s 
two hal f\=sisters, Marthe and l\1arya, Vii th Magda, ask the General for 
the Corporal 0s body that they might bllf.Y him on the farm where he 
grew UPo The three women correspond to the women who followed Christ's 
passion and were solicitous for His proper burial. On the Sunday 
morning after the Cornoral is buried, the war is renewed and a shell 
explodes in the place where the Corporal lies. Al thou ~h the three 
women and Marthe's husband search all day, no body is found. This 
constitutes a kind of resurrection for the Corporal. Some years 
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later the man who betrayed . the Co~poral I s plan returns to the farm 
" where Marthe and Marya live. They give him food and he lf\VS down 
twenty-nine cbins. Marya tells him, "There \Yould be one more" 
(p. h29). As he leaves the farmhouse, he is frarned for a moment 
against the lintel tree, and the feather in his hat resembles a 
cord by which it appears he is actually hanr-ingo These events 
further emphasize his parallels with Judas Iscariot. 
There are additional components of the S}T?nbolic whole that 
Faulkner is attemuting in this novel. The -8ri tish rt1nner, for 
instance, is a parallel to Saint Paul. Both the runner and Paul 
experience a conversion. Collins notes tha.t thr barrage ,vhici1 
sears the runner vd. th a bri~ht fla1ne is reminiscent of the blinding 
liqht w~ich struck Paul down at his conversiono 11 Podhoretz observes 
that the runner spreads the Corporal's P-osoel among the ngentiles" 
in one ba.ttaliono 12 ltnd after -the Corporal has died, the 1"1lnner 
continues to nroclaim his ~ospel, even from the gutter of a Paris 
streeto Collins also sees a parallel bet·v,,,een John the Bantist and 
the Quartennaster General because he is ''midway betvJeen the old 
,_. 
disnensation and the nev1 0 u11 .. 
... .. 
The allusions to Christian details are continuous throughout 
the novelo TI1e bread the fainting l~1agda receives while waiting in 
the Place de Ville is a kind of Communion. 1Vhen h:1arthe and Marya 
carry r;1a~da to an empty stahle after escaping from the mob, Marthe 
r, 
takes "ft'om the basket which everyone had seen empty itself when 
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the woman at the fire threw it at her·, a piece of broken bread • fl • • 
(p. 222) o This bears a striking parallel to Christ's miracle of the 
loaves and fishes, esnecially v1hen the:r put thE frap.:ments they have 
not ea.ten back i11to tl1e basket" Also, 1Jartl1e refers to their arrival 
at the stable at the time of the Corooral 's birth as aour advent" 
(p. 292). There are also such matters as the fact that the young 
pilot 1s Sidcott burns in the shape of a cross. Faulkner describes 
the smoldering as 0 creeping up toward the collar and down toward 
the belt and across toward each annpit •• ·" (p. 120). And when 
the runner asks the old man why three miles of blank AA shells are 
being· shipped to the front, n 'For the signal} ' the old man cried. 
•,.," 
1The anno11ncernent! To let the whole world know that He has risen} n 
(p. 81). The novel is filled with such Christian allusions. 
But such a construction of the Christ-para1i.e1s dissembles more 
than it illuminates, for, as Julian Hartt has observed, ''Faulkner 
gives with one hand and takes away with the other, and we don •t 
know which hand, or who, is ahead at the end. ul3 ·fue reader is 
told, for instance, that the Corporal has sufficient persuasive 
power to convert a division of soldiers and their counterpart on 
the Gennan line to his idea of recessing the war. Yet the one time 
we see--him with his own squad, they ignore his injunctions to 
n •Come on now', n which leads Paul the Breton to ask, " 1Do yoq want 
me to make them shut up, Corp?' tt (p. 337). 
The greatest source for confusion of this sort is the matter 
of the identity of the old General. As Olga Vickery has observed, 
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the General projects definite aspects of Messianic identity.14 He 
is the heir of the richest an1 most prestigious family in France, 
but he renounces these 71orldly ad"l'"rantages in order to maJce his own 
way in tl1e vrorldc In much the same r1ay 9 Cl1rist surrendered His 
pu-rely divine e}:istence an.d becan1e man in order to devote Himself 
to llis evangelical mission@ Both Christ and the General choose to . _, 
set themselves apart from other men for a time in order to prepare 
for their respective missions. Christ fasted and prayed for forty 
days and forty nights in the desert. The General elects a lonely 
African desert outpost over an opportunity for captaincy and also 
spends time in a Tibetan lamasery n 'To wait] • • • To prepare} 111 
(p. 270). Also, the QUartennaster General who takes the General's 
place at the desert outpost tells him, "'You will save man. •" (p. 
26h). This is not unlike John the Baptist's recognition of Christ. 
When He came to be baptized, John said, "Behold the Lamb of God 
Which te.keth away the sins of the world. 11 The ~artennaster Gen-
eral tells the General further, "'Because I didn't just believe in 
you. I loved you. I believed from that first moment when I saw 
you in that gate ••• that you had been destined to save us • • • 
to be the one out of all earth to be free of the compulsions of 
fear and weakness and doubt which render the rest of us incapable 
of what you were competent. for; that you in your strength would even 
absolve us of our failure due to our weakness and fears' 11 (p. 328). 
The old General is, then, an object of faith, hope, and love to 
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those who believe in· him, which include not only the Quartermaster 
General but also all of w·estern Europe and America whose fate he 
connnands. 
In his position as supreme Commander for the Allied Forces the 
General projects aspects not of a Christ, but of God the Father. 
11:1ere is a parallel in the respective omnipotence of the twoo More-) 
...... - --
over, the General continually refers to everyone below him as '~Ty 
child." Olga Vickery has found that these God-fifUre parallels are 
most closely related to the Old Testament prophecies of the saviour 
ror • Ki 15 as a ·,warrior ng. Aa Vickery notes, the emphasis in the Old 
Testament is almost entirely uuon God's omnipoLPnce, and the most 
characteristic expression of that all-powerful quality is military 
might. ·when the chosen people yielded themsel ,,es to God's vr.ill, 
God rewarded them with military conquests and spoilso If they did 
not obey God, their punishment v;as to suffer defeat at the hands 
of their enemies. Also, the chosen people vrere led by men ,vho had 
been divinely chosen and who were endoimrl by God v1itl1 at,tributes 
of power and wisdom. As Allied Corrcrnander, the czeneral vrields the 
power of life ~nd death, victory or defeat over the soldiers .and 
citizens of the Allied Nationso r.:ioreover, he display·s not a little 
intelligence and even \,risdorn in his confrontation vii th the Corporal. 
lbwever, the scene betv1een the General and the Corporal reveals 
yet another facet of the General 0s portrait, for here he emerges as 
an umnistakable Satan. He tempts the Corporal to abandon his followers 
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and his principles for the sake of his freedom, the luxuries and 
prestige of the worid, or for the gift of life. Moreover, in this 
scene the General scores an intellectual victory over the Corporal 
by propounding, as Philip Rice Rays, "the more difficult faith in 
man, one which survives even the acceutance of the inevitability 
of wars and the multiplication of the Frankenstein machines ,1hich 
make man's plight even less controllable and his wars more devasta-
ting.n16 What is thoroughly startling is that the General believes 
his faith will not only endure, but prevail, a.n attribute 11ot given 
• to the Corporal's or to anvone else's arf11Illent in the novel. 
•'' .•. ~ 
All these facets of the General I s character have grave conse-
quences for the paternity of the r.,orporal. If the Cor~oral 1s prin-
ciples of brotherhood and peace are wort1'Y, wh.Y does he not defend 
his stand afainst the verbal onslaught of the General 11ith something 
more than simple 1 oyal ty to his frie11ds? This is not to underJ'ate 
the virtue of lo:ralty, but in this dialectical deb2:te, t.he General 
appea.rs to vdn by forfeito This atmosphere of intellectual for-
feiture is underscored bv the fact that 17her1 the CorPoral takes ~ . 
leave .of _the_ General_ he S2)rs , .. n 9Good-b~re, J:'at~er I n (Po 356), thus 
accepting the paternit3r of an Old Testa_n1ent God/ Satan-figure. 
The final s~yrnbolic difficul.!e,y vtlth r1hich Faulkner leaves us 
is the mat.,e,er of the Corporal ns resurrect,iono Though it is true 
that on Sunday morninf tl1e Corporal us 1Jo~y disappears from its 
1'... • ........__ . ,, ~ 
resting place, it is also true, as we subsequently discover, that 
I ·• i 
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the body has not risen at all. It has not even dieap-r1eared. The 
owner of the adjoining farm discovers the body on his property, and 
the drunken souad takes it back to Paris to be buried in the Tomb J, 
of the Unl{novm Soldier. 
The core of the difficulty lies in the kind of Christ-figure 
the Corporal is st!pposed to be. In A Fable it is not merely a 
question of external similarities to Christ in the things that 
happen to him, such as the crown of thorns; the Corporal is also 
very like Christ in spirit and in action. His efforts to bring 
peace, his charity to,nard people in need, such as the couple too 
poor to afford a i,edding feast, the devotion to his ideals among 
his followers, and his quiet acceptance of martyrdom all evoke the 
Christ of the Gospels. But at several key points~n the novel, 
Faulkner cl1ooses to qualify this similarity. When the. Corporal is 
brought into the mobbed Place de Ville, Faulkner describes his 
face as ''merely interested, attentive, and calm, with something 
else in it \Vhich none of the others had: a comprehension, under-
standing, utterly free of compassion, as if he had already' antici-
pated without censure or pity the uproar which rose and paced and 
followed the lorry as it sped on" {p. 17). If Faulkner were really 
attempting full and direct imitation of Christ, he would hardly 
attribute a lack of compassion to hL~. The other jarring note 
that Faulkner sounds in regard to the Corporal occurs v1he·n the 
runner F-Oes to the fann to obtain the Corporal's medal. Marthe 
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· asks him if he wishes to see the .Corporal •a grave and he replies, 
.-Ir; 
·, 
I 
ft 'What for? • • • ffe IS finished I II ( p • h31) • 
A possible explanation for these antithetical events may lie 
in the development of the theme of duality~ -r1hich Heinrich Strau-
mann17 and Edmond Volpe18 rightl,v believe is central !:-o the novel. 
The old General expresses the dualism in these words: 
••• we are two articulations, self-elected 
possibly, anyway elected, a~vway postulated, 
not so much to defend as to test tv;o inimical 
conditions v1hich 9 throuc,:h no fault of ours but 
through the simple paucity and restrictions 
of the arena ,vhere they meet, must co11tend and-
one of them-=Perish: I chamnion of this mundane 
earth which, whether I like it or not, is, and 
to which I did not ask to come, yet since I am 
here, not only must stop but intend to stop 
during m:.t allotted v1}u.le; you champion of an 
esoteric realm of man's baseless hopes and his 
.. ,~· 
infinite capacity--no: passion--for unfact (pp. 347-348). 
As Volpe observes, the conflict between the father and the son 
stands fo1"') the eternal conflict betneen flesh and spirit, between 
the practical and the i_dea.l. He ,rri tes, °For one who recomizes 
f 
t 
this dualism, moral jud?"ffients are difficult because the distinctions 
betvTee11 good and e-vil becon1e hazy. The Corporal, for example, by 
choosinr-- martyrdom, causes the death of General Graf!!lon. And the 
Supreme CoHLTnander Cc"tn oreserve his own power only by executing the 
Corporal; but by making the Corporal a martyr, he strengthens the 
inimical force the Corporal epi tornizes. u19 This duality reaches 
its fullest emotional statement in the last scene of the novel, in 
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which the laughter of the maimed and beaten British runner merges 
with the tears of the old t~artennaster General. It is the same 
throucrhout the novelo Nothing appears in its pure fonn or exists· 
unchallenged by its op·:Jos i te. The sacred and the profane commingle. 
As Strawnann has obser\7ed, "There will always be one power which 
wants order, and 011e ;t1hich rebels against it; there will always be 
one ~vho strugf!les and endures and one who helps and reconciles; 
there vrill ali1ays be weeping and lau~hing 
• • • 
At first ~lance, the confrontation between the General and 
the Corooral appears to be the clear-cut conflict of ~ood and evil. 
But uoon 1-e-examination one finds that the General is actually- pro-
posing the wronp- solutions for the right reAsons. He is saying 
that the Corporal should duck martyrdom and desert his follovlers, 
which is obviously wrong. But his faith in the ability of man 
not only to endure despite the ghastl.Jr vrorld he has constructed 
about himself, but even to prevail is magnificent. And just as the 
General is ··-not pure evil, neither is the Corporal unrnitigated good. 
His motives, while admirable, are not very effectiveo As Malcolm 
Cowley has observed, the result of the Corporal's uassive resistance 
is to stop the war for six days and that is a '1~ery vreat accon1plish-
ment, but afterward the war begins all over again 2nd no great 
change has 'been wrou~ht. 21 From one vievrooint, the Corporal has 
sown only seeds of sorrow b:1 qersuadird-~ 3,000 rnen to make them-
selves liable to the firing squad for apparent cowardice under fire • 
.. , 
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That is a heavy burden for all those anE!llis.hed oeople who throng 
the Place de Ville. It is valiant to make a gesture for peace, ., . 
but ,vas the gesture really co1mnensura -~.e vii th the nri ce of life it 
exacted? There is, moreover~ that portrait of the Corporal's face 
as utterly free of compassion and v.i.thout oity which haunts the 
succeeding pa~es of the novel. 
Jtaulkner has, I think, used Christian symbolism in this novel 
to help project his vision of the state of unresolved arr·biguity 
\, 
which he sees as the essence of the human situation. The Corporal 
is finished5l but Faulkner leaves us with a fragment of hope in the 
runner's declaration th2.t he vn.11 never die, that, in other words, 
the spirit of protest will never perish. Thus, this pattern of 
duality will go on as long as humanity lasts, the spirit almost but 
never quite surrendering completeLv to the flesh, the ideal barely 
survivinR the onslauaht of the practical and yet managing, the focus 
d 1 d f 
' 
id d t . . 22 on goo ness near y erase rom men s m. n s an ye surviving. 
Faulkner perceives that what is obvious on the surface is actually 
obscure at a deeper level, that life does indeed ~ive with one 
hand and take aviay with the other. If we do not know wn.ich hand, 
or v;ho, is ahead at the end, we can hardly blame Faulkner. In his 
refusal to find a simple pat solution where, in truth, only com-
plexities exist, he is alanningly honest. 
l\.1· 
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CONCWSIONS 
In his comments on the Christian symbolism in his work which 
were quoted in the introductory chapter of this paper, Faulkner set 
up three judgme11ts on the subject: he said that his symbolism was 
.-:"'; 
secondary 9 that he used it as a tool, and that it functioned as a 
chart ar-ainst rvhich man cottld measure himself. 
\Vhen a Rreat num·oer of \rords are devoted to the analysis of a 
eingle aspect of an author's work, there is danger that this parti-
cular aspect 17i 11 be exs.ggerated beyond its actual importance. The 
matter of Christian. s:vmbolism in Lignt in August is a case in point. 
Despite the pervasive and vital inclusion of such symbolis1n in that 
novel, the role of Joe Christmas as a Christ-figure is hardly the 
basis for the unity of the novel, as C. Hugh Holman contends~ 1 The 
themes of Negro and of sex which figure so predominantiv in Light 
in Aueust remain practically untouched by Joe Christmas's role as 
a Christ--fifUre. The same is true of The Sound and. the Fury and A 
-Fableo Benjy's projection of certain asoects of Christ has nothing 
to do vJith Quentin's obsession with time or with his idea of incest 
with Caddy or with Caddy's promiscuity or Jason's greedo In other 
words, it is not a motivational influence on the novel. Benjy as 
Christ d.irect~y affects only Dilsey. His Christ--role affects the 
other members of the Compson family only tanqentialLy, by way of 
the reader I s perception. Faulkner uses "Benjy as Christ" as a 
-
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tool, as a method of comparison. But he uses that tool not to· 
measure ·'Benjy but to measure those ,vhose failure of compassion 
afflicts Benjy. In Light in August also 9 the partial identification 
of Joe Christmas with Christ is not a judg:ment on Joe so much as 
it is an indictment of those v1ho crucify Joe. As Hyatt lr'{aggoner 
writes, "The characters a!·e finall;t judged in terms of· their re-
snonse to Joe Christma,s, and the TJrofessed Christians are convicted 
of havinp a faith that is dead because it never issues in works of 
love. n2 . 
In A Fable, however, Faulkner uses the Corporal's role as a 
Christ-figure somev1hat di1'ferently. Here the Christian symbolism 
becomes a vehicle for abstractions. Christ in the abstract stands 
for ideals of go0dness, peace, and love. In the abstract, then, 
a Christ-fiRUre is the perfect foil for a conflict bet\veen these 
ideals and ttie calculated practicality of modern warfare, the war " .... 
itself becoming an abstract for modern life. ;~en Faulkner, at 
the same time, undercuts the compassion and pity and efficacy of 
the Corporal, still a Christ-figure, he gives further momentum to 
bis main theme of the ambiguous duality of human existence. Despite 
the heavy- overlay of Christ-story narallels in A Fable, Faulkner's 
use of Christian symboli51D remains secondary. His primary· task is 
to conve~r a sense of paradox. For this task, as for The Sound and 
the ru:rry- ar1d Light in August, Christian symbolism is a most effective 
tool to use. 
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The symbolism in Faulkner can be described most accurately 1n 
tenns of myth. In writing of A Fable, Dayton. Kohler defines myth 
as "the spoken part of ritual, and ritual itself is the recurrent 
I 
act which symbolizes whatever is timeless or cyclic in human exper-
ience." He also makes the important point that "one of the condi-
tions of ritual ••• is that it cannot reproduce the initial cir-
cumstances or actual mystery of the deed; its function is symbolic. "3 
Decidedly, Faulkner is portraying Christ-figures, not second Christs. 
To do this~ he extracts the timeless and cyclic qualities and actions 
from the historiaal character of Christ to clarify and intensii)r 
his themes. In other v1ords, Faulkner is using Christ as he would 
use a Greek or Ron1an god 9 as myth, not as a sacred indication of 
an inner core of belief in the Son of God become man for the salva-
tion of rnankindo Faulkner is also concerned 1•.~i th the salvation of 
mankind, and he believes in the same principles of compassion that 
Christ nreached. There is, however, nothing di vine iI1 Faulkner I s 
belief. His use of Christian symbolism is an indication of that 
lack of divinity. 
This brings us to the inevitable problem of Faulkner as a 
Christian r,Ti ter o John Killinger, in his recent book The Ji"ailure 
of Theolog:;r in Modern Litera~ture 9 has drava1 up tv10 valid criteria 
by which to judge the Christianity of a11 author·c tlis first criterion 
\ 
is that the author s~ould maJce Cru"'ist 's death, resur+ect,ion, and 
ascension a matter of importance in the life of~ his character. In 
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Faulkner the matter of importance is how one reacts to the repeated 
crucifixion~ of one's fellow man. It is a worthy effort, but one 
which springs from no divine founte Killinger's second criterion 
for' the Chris ... e,ian 'l,vri ter demands that tasymbols of the faith • • • 
must aonear as more than enameled flowers u·oon the surface of a , 
story: they mtlst be seen to have roots proceeding out of the very 
heart and ce~ter of the story-situation, which is somehow involved 
with the coming of Christ ••• everything--sacred and secular, pure 
and obscene, good and evil--must hang together under the overall 
pressure of a Christian world view. nh Vfithin the limits of his 
vision, Faulkner's use of Christian symbolism is totally organic, 
but only because he has reduced that symbolism from the level of 
belief to the level of myth. Such a reduction works because the 
heart and center of the story-situation is not the coming of Christ, 
but the comine of man. 
If Faulkner's use of stable births, the age of thirty-three, 
crucifixions, virtues of compassion, and vices of Pharisaical self-
righteousness se.ems imposed in any way upon the body of his work, 
it is because he has estranged these terms from the source of their 
life and meaning. He forces them into new contemporary contexts 
in order. to shake our complacency and revitalize our failing sense 
of charity-and this is good. What is questionable is thc:t he has 
used these tenns without giving recognition to the Author of the 
terms. 
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When we consider the-~ or resurrection in Faulkner and 
the solely human orientation of his vision, we must conclude that 
1',aulkner is not a Christian write'r. But although Faulkner is with-
out any resurrection, he is not without nativity, a real nativity 
· of the ::,'piri t which does not preclude the possibility of a resurrec-
tion. Thus, Dilsey, lena and Byron and the~child, and the British 
runner all move on with a continuing sense of hooe. Nativity is 
not resurrection, but it leaves the door open and, as such, is not 
at all a bad Point from which to begin find.in~ answers to the ques-
tions Faulkner raises. 1n such an endeavor, it would be oossible 
to work backwards from Faulkner~s use of the terms of Christianity 
to the Source of those tenns. 
It must be remembered, however, that the author's function is 
to ask questions, not to propound answers. Faulkner has raised 
his questions about a view of life in the terms of Christianity. 
He emohasizes crucifixion, ·admits nativity, but cannot bring him-
self to assent to resurrection. In raising such questions with 
power and intensity, he is fulfilling his artistic duty. All 
further responsibility rests with the reader. 
1 -1,, 
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